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Abstract 

The network model of interstrand contact resistances (ICRs) is often used to describe the flow of 

interstrand coupling currents in Rutherford cables, and to predict the contribution of these currents to the 

ac losses of such cables. Recent evidence indicates that in cored Rutherford cables, the interstrand 

resistances are significantly lower in the cable edge region than they are in the flat area of the cable. To 

investigate these non-uniformities, the VI method was used to determine voltage profiles for cored cables 

of varying length. The results of the measurements have implications for both the measurement of ICRs 

via the VI method, and the calculation of ac losses.  
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1. Introduction 

Rutherford cables, first developed in the 1960s at the Rutherford Appleton Laboratory in the 

UK, are used frequently in today’s accelerator magnets. Over the years, different models 

describing the flow of coupling currents and predicting ac losses in Rutherford type cables have 

been put forth. One of the most common models used today is the network model. It evolved 

from the early work of Morgan [1] at BNL through the work of Sytnikov [2] and Niessen [3] to 

the work of Verweij [4] at CERN. At CERN it is the model used for the experimental and 

theoretical treatment of Interstrand Contact Resistances (ICRs) in the extensive development 

work for the superconducting dipole magnets of the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) [5,6]. Within 

the framework of the network model, the so-called VI method (also referred to as ‘electrical 

method’) is often used to determine the interstrand resistances Rc (crossover resistance) and Ra 

(adjacent resistance) between different strands in a Rutherford cable. 

Interstrand resistances influence the behavior of a superconducting accelerator magnet in 

many ways, and their optimization is generally a trade-off between different requirements: High 

ICRs are desirable because for a given induced voltage (driven by dB/dt), higher ICRs lead to 

smaller induced interstrand coupling currents. This reduces operating costs by lowering ac 

losses, and is also beneficial in the control of supercurrents or boundary-induced coupling 

currents, slowly-decaying currents in accelerator magnets that cause significant field distortions. 

It also helps in stabilizing the magnet as coil heating is suppressed and thus the temperature 

margin for magnet operation is maintained. Low ICRs on the other hand are desired to allow 

current sharing between strands, aiding the dynamic stability of the magnet.  

Cored Rutherford Cables, first described in 1979 [7], have received renewed attention in 

recent years [8-10]. Such cored cables distinguish themselves from uncored cables through the 
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presence of a (normal-conducting or insulating) core between the top and the bottom layer of the 

cable. Cored cables are attractive because the core significantly increases the crossover 

resistance Rc while keeping the adjacent resistance Ra low. (Uncored cables do not allow for 

independent manipulation of Ra and Rc: For a given set of cable parameters, a strand surface 

treatment that increases Rc also leads to an increase in Ra). The high Rc is the reason for a 

significant ac loss reduction; this is discussed, for example, in [10-12]. Ra is kept low to allow 

for current sharing between strands. The cored Rutherford cable samples used in this 

experimental investigation are Nb-Ti cables under consideration for use in a fast-ramping 

superconducting synchrotron at GSI Darmstadt, Germany [13]. They use modified RHIC strands, 

the modification being a shorter wire twist pitch of 4 mm as compared to 13 mm, and the 

staybrite-coating of the strands. The difference from the RHIC cable design is the core, the 

dimensions of the cable are identical. In addition to fast-ramping Nb-Ti magnets, cored 

Rutherford cables are also of interest for Nb3Sn accelerator magnets of the wind-and-react 

variety ([8] and [10]), where the Nb3Sn reaction heat treatment after coil winding often leads to a 

sintering of the strands, and thus unacceptably low ICRs. 

Cored Rutherford cables also allow for a more detailed study of the adjacent resistance Ra. In 

uncored cables, Rc is often more than an order of magnitude lower than Ra. Thus, current flows 

predominantly through Rc, making it difficult to gain much insight into Ra. Furthermore, for the 

RHIC cables, in the case of Ra = Rc, the ac loss (for an applied transverse field) associated with 

Rc is ~ 45 times higher than the loss associated with Ra. Other cable designs show similar ratios. 

For these reasons, investigations into ICRs for non-cored cables have generally focused on Rc. In 

cored Rutherford cables, however, Rc is significantly higher than Ra. Thus, it is Ra that 
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determines the ac losses; and the current paths of interstrand coupling currents are also 

predominantly governed by Ra.  

The correct (or appropriate) choice of sample length has long been debated, both for ICR 

measurements via the VI-method, as well as for (magnetic or calorimetric) ac loss 

measurements. The ICR measurements described in [10] use samples that are 100 mm long for a 

twist pitch length Lp of 73 mm; while [4] uses a length of 3 times LP. Ref. [8] reports that for 

their ac loss measurements of samples that had a length L= 90/105·Lp, different authors suggest 

length correction factors ranging from almost no correction to a correction factor of 3. In this 

paper, we are presenting VI-method curves of cored Rutherford cables of varying length. The 

results show significant differences in measured VI profiles as well as their associated interstrand 

resistances.  

2. Background 

2.1. The Network Model 

As detailed reviews of the network model can be found in the literature, for example [4], we 

recall only the important features of the model here and refer the reader to the literature for 

additional information. In the network model, the N strands of a Rutherford cable are assumed to 

be electrically connected to each other by a network of discrete resistances Ra and Rc. Over the 

length of a twist pitch Lp, each strand in the cable crosses every other strand in the cable twice, 

so that there are (2N-2) crossover resistances Rc connected to each strand. As each Rc is 

connected to two strands, there are (N-1) Rc per strand per Lp. The adjacent resistance Ra in the 

network model is defined per unit crossover length, and there are (4N) Ra anchored on every 

strand along the length of a twist pitch: (4N-4) are anchored at the crossover points, and 4 more 
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Ras are located parallel to the cable at either cable edge. Thus, per strand per Lp there are 2N Ra 

in the cable. The make-up at the cable edge can be seen in Fig. 1, with a zoom-in given in Fig. 2. 

It should be noted that all adjacent resistances Ra connect only adjacent strands, while 

crossover resistances Rc connect any given strand to all other strands in the cable. This implies 

that there exist crossover resistances Rc (1 Rc per strand per Lp) that connect a given strand to its 

adjacent strand. These Rc are located right at the cable edge, as the one shown in Fig. 2. Most 

importantly, these Rc cannot be distinguished by the VI measurement (or any other 

measurement) from all the Ra that connect adjacent strands. Furthermore, the core inside a cored 

cable is located ‘between the cable edges’; as it is physically impossible to insert a foil into the 

region where the strands transition from top to bottom layer (or vice versa). Thus, the Rc at the 

cable edge has two features that distinguish it from all other Rc: It connects adjacent strands (and 

thus shows up in the VI voltage profile like an Ra); and, unlike the Rc in the flat cable region, it 

does not incorporate a core.  

This complicated structure of ICRs at the cable edge deserves a few additional words: As it is 

experimentally impossible to determine whether it is Ra or Rc that transfers current from strand N 

to strand N+1 in the cable edge region, one has to make a choice as to how to determine the 

appropriate values for Rc and Ra. We will follow the convention that is suggested by previous 

work ([9] and [11]) here; that is we will assume Rc in the cable edge region to be as high as it is 

in the flat (cored) cable region, and assume that the low resistance in the cable edge region is due 

to Ra. In previous work [9,11], this, along with a modification of the formula for ac losses, was 

used to predict ac losses for cored Rutherford cables: Ref. [11] measured Ra using the VI 

method; while Ref. [9] made the correlation between measured ICRs and measured ac losses. [9] 

modified the expression for ac losses due to Ra in an applied transverse field [14], to account for 
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Ra being concentrated in the cable edge region: The assumption that Ra is concentrated in the 

cable edge region leads to a loss enhancement by a factor of three compared to the standard 

expression, the reason being the increased size of the eddy current loops. The measured values 

for ac losses then were bracketed by the standard expression for ac losses due to Ra in an applied 

transverse field, and the modified expression. In keeping with [9] and [11], a high Rc will thus be 

assumed from here on out. As the average Rc in cored cables is on the order of 103 times higher 

than the average Ra, we will henceforth assume current flow only through Ra; which is the 

limiting case for Rc/Ra →∞. 

2.2. Experimental 

The experimental determination of Rc and Ra is generally accomplished via the VI method, as 

described in detail in [4] or [5]. In short, current is introduced into two opposite strands (1 and 

N/2 + 1 in an N-strand cable) of the cable test sample and the voltage between strands (relative to 

one of the current input strands) is measured. Then a voltage versus strand position graph is 

plotted, commonly for strands 1 through N/2+1, or strands 1 through N+1 (strand N+1 is the 

same strand as strand 1, after counting through the strands once). From the resulting voltage 

versus strand profile the magnitude of Rc and Ra can be extracted when the curve is fitted to a 

profile computed by, for example, the program VIRCAB of Verweij [4]. Such a profile is shown 

in Fig. 3. 

If one assumes that the Ra are constant along the length of the cable, it is established that for 

Rc/Ra →∞, this profile approaches a straight line, and for samples of length Ls, Ra is given by 
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where V and I are the voltage and current between strands 1 and (N/2+1). (see, for example, [11] 

and [13].) In cored cables, Rc is typically two to three orders of magnitude larger than Ra. The 

above formula will underestimate Ra by less than ~ 5 % for Rc/Ra > 200 [11]. However, it should 

be pointed out that equation 1 assumes that the Ra are constant along the cable length, but this is 

not the case [11]. Thus one measures the average over a number of Ra that are in parallel. To get 

accurate values for the average Ra (allowing one to predict ac losses properly), it is clearly 

important that the test sample be made up of a representative number of Ra.  

3. Experimental 

3.1 Cable and Curing 

As noted above, the cable used for the experiments is a Rutherford cable that has parameters 

identical to those of the RHIC cable, but also features a core. The relevant cable parameters are 

given in Table I. The cable segments used in this test have been named GSI003-E and have a 

core consisting of two 8mm wide 25 µm thick stainless steel foils. The 8 mm foil is the widest 

that can be introduced into the core of the cable during cabling and covers the entire available 

width of the core of the cable. The cabling was done at New England Electric Wire Corporation 

(NEEWC), and the cable was then insulated with a double layer of Kapton (50 % overlap) at 

BNL. The strands in these cables are coated with Staybrite (Sn96%wtAg4%wt). The cable stack 

curing is done according to the RHIC main dipole magnet curing cycle, as described, for 

example, in [11]. It should be pointed out that while the cable was coated with Staybrite in a 

manner similar to LHC main dipole procedures (and unlike RHIC, which had bare strands), the 

RHIC cable stack curing procedure is different from LHC procedures in the release of pressure at 

the highest temperature. As this is the temperature at which the resistive oxide layers are formed, 

the result of this step is that there is more surface area of the strands that is being exposed to 
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oxidation. The outer wrap is coated on the outside with a polyimide adhesive that bonds the 

different layers of the cable during curing. Because of the keystone angle, the wires are 

significantly more compacted on the thin side on the cable than they are on the thick side. The 

compaction on the thin edge is about 18 %, while the compaction on the thick edge of the cable 

is only about 2 %. For samples of this type of cable, Rc has previously been found to be 62.5 

mΩ. This is more than 103 times higher than Ra (as will be shown below). 

3.2 Experimental Setup 

The experimental setup for the measurement of ICRs at BNL consists of a sample 

holder/sample compression fixture that is immersed in liquid helium. The samples are 

compressed to 70 MPa via bolts that are torqued to specific values, and are then instrumented 

with current leads and voltage taps before being immersed in liquid helium. The load versus 

torque behavior of the fixture is checked periodically with a load cell. The samples were 

prepared in ’10-stacks’, so that there were 4 spacer pieces of cable above and below the 2 pieces 

in the middle of the sample, which were measured. A more detailed description of the RHIC 

curing cycle and the cable sample preparation is given in [11]. 

To measure the samples we use a chart recorder to record the voltage versus current 

characteristics of our samples, ramping from 0 to 100 Amperes, then holding at 100 Amperes 

and recording the sample voltage. Furthermore, we measured two cable pieces for each 

individual test as described in the following sections. All measurements on cable samples were 

made during the same cooldown, to avoid possible changes in interstrand resistance due to 

thermal cycles. It is our experience from previous measurements at BNL that the interstrand 

resistances of samples go up after a pressure release and re-torquing and subsequent cooldown. 

As we were not able to conclude conclusively whether a simple thermal cycle would also change 
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the interstrand resistances, we circumvented this possible problem by only cooling down once 

and only testing samples during this one cooldown. 

In numbering the strands for the experiments, generally a conveniently located strand was 

picked and labeled as strand 1, and the other strands were counted clockwise from there (when 

looking at the cable cross-section on which the current and voltage connections were made).  

3.3 Voltage Profile for Sample of Length Lp/4 

The distinguishing feature of a sample of length Lp/4 is that some of the adjacent strands in 

the sample are compressed over the flat cable region only, while others are compressed over the 

cable edge region as well as over the flat region (in which case the cable edge resistance, being 

much lower, dominates the current path). This makes it possible to distinguish between the 

resistance between adjacent strands in the cable edge region, and the resistance between adjacent 

strands in the flat cable region. The voltage profiles measured for Lp/4 samples were gathered in 

the ‘conventional’ VI method manner, however with an additional twist: First, a profile was 

measured with current being fed into strands 1 and 16, and then (during the same cooldown) a 

second profile was measured with current being fed into the sample via strands 9 and 24. The 

two profiles measured for one of the samples can be seen in Fig. 4. It is obvious that their shapes 

are quite different from each other; the choice of the current input strands significantly 

influenced the measurement. Furthermore, neither shape resembles any of the known voltage 

profiles for different ratios of Ra/Rc. The calculated values for Ra (from (1)) are: 287 µΩ (1-16) 

and 288 µΩ (9-24). 

To understand these profiles better we can turn to Fig. 5. It shows the incremental absolute 

voltage change per strand between strands, referenced to strand 1 [note that in Fig. 3, the ‘I-V 1-

16’ voltage profile starts at strand 1, whereas ‘I-V 9-24’ profile starts at strand 9. The 
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incremental changes in voltage seen in ‘I-V 9-24’ are shifted by 8 strands to the left (or 22 to the 

right) to plot the profile for the same absolute strand in the sample]. It can be seen that the 

incremental resistances between strands are quite different for different strands. These 

differences in resistances are the reason for the voltage profiles being shaped as shown above, 

and unlike any of the known profiles for different ratios of Rc/Ra. By tracing individual strands, 

we find that adjacent strands that show low adjacent resistances are strands that are clamped in 

the cable edge region, where the strands make the transition from ‘bottom’ to ‘top’ and vice 

versa.  The wires showing large adjacent resistances are the ones that are clamped only over the 

flat cable region. This confirms a previous suspicion [11] that the contact resistance is 

significantly lower in the cable edge region. 

3.4 Voltage Profile for Sample of Length Lp/2 

Two samples of length Lp/2 were measured in a manner identical to the Lp/4 samples. The 

graphs for one of these are given in Fig. 6. Here we see the expected pattern for a cable with high 

Rc (i.e., a profile approaching a straight line). If we use equation (1) to calculate Ra, we get 

values of 48.4 µΩ (1-16) and 51.2 µΩ (9-24) for the sample shown. Additionally, there is little 

difference in the shape of the profiles, indicating that the choice of current input strand did not 

influence the measurement. 

3.5 Voltage Profile for Sample of Length Lp 

Fig. 7 shows the ICR voltage profile for two samples of length Lp. As was the case for the 

Lp/2 sample, the profile approaches a straight line. Using equation (1), we calculate Ra to be 26 

µΩ in both cases. These values are almost a factor of two lower than the ones calculated for the 

sample of twist pitch length Lp/2. 
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4. Analysis and Discussion 

The results show the influence of the sample length on the ICR voltage profile, as well as on 

the measured value of Ra. The differences between the Lp/4 sample on one hand, and the Lp/2 

and Lp samples on the other, is striking. Despite the fact that the Lp/2 and Lp samples exhibit 

similar voltage profiles, they yield significantly different values for Ra. 

A sample length of Lp/4 yields a distorted voltage profile, as well as calculated values of Ra 

that appear artificially high. The low-resistance current path in the cable edge is not correctly 

incorporated in the measured profile. The discrepancy between the Lp/2 and Lp samples deserves 

further investigation. As can be calculated from Table I, the cable compaction on the thin cable 

edge is ~ 18 %, while it is only ~ 2 % on the thick cable edge. It is conceivable that the different 

compactions influence the interstrand resistance in the cable edge region. 

5. Conclusion 

In Rutherford cables, the interstrand contact resistance in the cable edge region is 

significantly lower than it is in the flat region of the cable. When measuring Ra (and ICRs in 

general) via the VI method it is thus important that the sample length be chosen correctly. 

Evidence suggests that either a sample length of Lp/2 or Lp will yield values for Ra that correctly 

estimate the resistance of ac loss eddy current paths. However, additional work is needed to 

clarify this situation. 

Lengths other than a half-integer multiple of the cable twist pitch length will lead to 

distortions of the interstrand voltage profile, especially if the cable has Rc > Ra (which is 

commonly the case for cored cables). 
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To elucidate the situation, a thorough study and comparison of interstrand resistance 

measurements and ac loss measurements is necessary. Furthermore, the network model and its 

application to cored cables also deserves further investigation 
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Fig. 1. The Network Model at the cable edge. 
 
 

 
 
 
Fig. 2. Adjacent resistance Ra (open boxes) and crossover resistance Rc (shaded boxes) at the 

cable edge. 
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Table I 
 

GSI/RHIC Cable Parameters 
Number of Wires in Cable, N 30 

Cable Twist Pitch, Lp 74±5 mm 
Cable Mid-Thickness, t 1.166±0.006 mm 

Cable Width, w 9.73±0.03 mm 
Cable Keystone Angle 1.2±0.1 deg 

Wire Diameter , d 0.641 mm 
Foil Width 8 mm 

Foil Thickness 2·25 µm 
 
 

 
 
Fig. 3. ICR Voltage Profile for various values of Ra/Rc. 
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Fig. 4. ICR Voltage Profile for sample of length Lp/4. 
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Fig. 5. Incremental voltage change for sample of length Lp/4. 
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Fig.6. ICR Voltage Profile for sample of length Lp/2. 
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Fig. 7. ICR Voltage Profile for sample of length Lp. 
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